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version free. Ladyzz Ladyzz is an open-source short-form music video creator that enables anyone to
create short-form music videos (i.e. Internet music videos). Ladyzz is available as an open-source web-
based application, or as a Facebook app that integrates users' accounts with the Ladyzz platform. Ladyzz
is built on HTML5, CSS3, Javascript, and jQuery. The music is stored in a MySQL database. Functionality
Ladyzz can create music videos from a variety of music sources: audio files such as MP3, WMA, FLAC,
and WAV; MIDI files; YouTube videos; SoundCloud tracks; and Ladyzz can upload your own audio files.
The user's media library (which contains music sources) is downloaded into a "temporary" directory for
use by the video creation process. Ladyzz can be integrated with Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube. Users
have access to their music library from a streaming widget for the website, or a Facebook widget, Twitter
widget, or YouTube widget. The video creation process is fairly straightforward. The user chooses a
music source to be used in the video, and then adds video or image effects, such as color overlay,
intensity, and transparency. Several effects presets exist, and the user can save presets to their account
or create custom effects by combining presets. The user can also upload their own images or video for
use in the video. Music videos produced by Ladyzz can be played in a variety of ways, including as a
normal video on the user's website, in any Facebook album, through the Ladyzz website, or as a
Facebook application. Ladyzz supports the following audio formats: MP3, WMA, WAV, AAC, Ogg Vorbis,
FLAC, and ALAC. The video formats available for creation are: MP4, H
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